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Abstract—Context: Defect reporting is an important part of software development in-vivo, but previous work from open source context suggests that defect reports often have insufficient information for defect fixing. Objective: Our goal was to reproduce and partially replicate one of those open source studies in industrial context to see how well the results could be generalized. Method: We surveyed developers from six industrial software development organizations about the defect report information, from three viewpoints: concerning quality, usefulness and automation possibilities of the information. Seventy-four developers out of 142 completed our survey. Results: Our reproduction confirms the results of the prior study in that “steps to reproduce” and “observed behaviour” are highly important defect information. Our results extend the results of the prior study as we found that “part of the application”, “configuration of the application”, and “operating data” are also highly important, but they were not surveyed in the prior study. Finally, we classified defect information as “critical problems”, “solutions”, “boosters”, and “essentials” based on the survey answers. Conclusion: The quality of defect reports is a problem in the software industry as well as in the open source community. Thus, we suggest that a part of the defect reporting should be automated since many of the defect reporters lack technical knowledge or interest to produce high-quality defect reports.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Defect reporting is a vital part of software engineering, but its current state of the practice is far from ideal. This can be seen in prior work by Zimmerman et al. [1] who state, based on studies of open source projects, that defect reports often have insufficient or incorrect information, which increases the effort needed for defect fixing. Our industrial collaboration and research have revealed that the same problems exist in the software industry [2]. We see the problem of inadequate defect information rising from two sources: insufficient skills of defect reporters and the manual workload of defect reporting.

First, not every defect reporter knows what information developers consider helpful or need for fixing defects. The role and background of a defect reporter can vary between two extremes [2]; the reporters can be programmers with highly technical background and in-depth knowledge of the software. However, they can also be sales representatives, who may possess expertise in using the system, but have very little knowledge of or even interest in the technical details of the software. Sales representatives and other domain experts can find defects with high business value when preparing for a customer demonstration using an internal alpha version of the upcoming release [2]. Overlooking their bug reports could be disastrous for a software company.

Second, if too much information is required in manual defect reporting there is a risk that the reporter will not submit the defect report at all. This reaction is similar to survey fatigue where a respondent will fail to complete a lengthy survey. Making all fields in bug reporting system mandatory will decrease the number of defect reports. Furthermore, one should also understand that time spent on defect reporting is separate from the defect reporters real job: programming or selling the software.

Replication and reproduction has been recognized throughout the natural, social and the engineering sciences as ways of creating and deepening scientific knowledge. In software engineering research the initial focus on replications was given for replicating experiments [3]–[5]. However, in recent years there has been a growing interest in case studies, surveys, and other field studies in the software engineering research community [6]–[9]. This has sparked interest in broader view of replications [10], [11] that acknowledges the need to replicate such studies.

We surveyed defect reporting in six industrial software organizations. Our study was a reproduction of prior work by Zimmermann et al. [1]. We studied the defect information from three viewpoints. First, we wanted to know what defect information is useful for fixing defects. Second, we wanted to find out what defect information is missing or incorrect in the studied organizations. Third, we wanted to know which items should be collected in the defect reports.

Next, we present related work to our study (Section II) and describe our research methodology and the survey design (Section III). We present the results from the survey (Section IV) and compare them to the original study [1] we reproduced (Section V). Finally, we present our conclusions and propose future work (Section VI).

II. RELATED WORK

Zimmermann et al. [1] defined the characteristics of a good defect report. They conducted a survey of software developers and defect reporters of three open source software projects, to find out what information developers had used for defect fixing and what information developers consider the most helpful for fixing defects. Steps to reproduce, stack traces, test cases, screenshots, observed behavior, and expected behavior were
rated as the most important, but also the hardest for reporters to provide. Some of the items that developers consider helpful were not reported as frequently as might be assumed. In addition to the study by Zimmermann et al., many defect reporting guidelines in the Internet offer useful information for defect reporting, such as “How to Report Bugs Effectively” by Tatham [12].

Our previous work [2] examined testing activities in different industrial case companies. In all companies testing was conducted by multiple stakeholders, not by the specialized testers alone. Companies valued domain knowledge and the viewpoint of end-users, which led to collaboration in testing. We also noted that the state of defect databases in companies was a concern, since the database entries were not comprehensive. A similar observation was made by Aranda and Venolia [13]. They suggest that inspecting the electronic imprints of defects in defect databases is not enough to understand the history of a defect. Instead, it is required to communicate with the people related to the fixing process. Breu et al. [14] searched defect reports, extracted and categorized the questions asked in the reports. They found that 15.1% of all the questions were about missing information, which shows problems with defect reporting.

Merkel and Kanij [15] conducted a global online survey of what testers believed the characteristics of a good tester. They found that testing performance varies among testers. The quality of a bug report was the most important factor in a tester with high performance. Expertise in the problem domain was agreed as a factor that influences the performance of software testers, in addition to knowledge of specific testing techniques.

To make defect reporting easier for end-users, multiple automatic reporting tools have been implemented for desktop environments, such as Windows Error Reporting [16] for Microsoft Windows. Some important information can be collected with sophisticated methods that are not used by current automatic reporting tools. Artzi et al. [17] propose a method of collecting test cases automatically although with 13%–64% performance overhead. Castro et al. [18] show how the input that causes the defect can be collected without collecting private information. Zamfir et al. [19] introduce defect fingerprints that would assist with the fixing of concurrency defects.

III. Method

This section describes how our study was conducted. We begin by listing the research questions. Next, we explain the selection of the participants for our survey. Then, we present the survey instrument we used. We explain our data analysis methods and conclude by describing how our study was replicated that of Zimmermann et al. [1].

A. Research Questions

To understand the problems of defect reporting, we defined our research questions as follows:

1) What defect information do developers consider useful for fixing defects?

2) Has the useful information been incorrect or missing in defect reports?

3) Which information should automatically be collected into defect reports?

Answers to the first question tell us about the kind of defect data that should be included in the defect reports. Answers to the second question tell us how problematic the reporting of a particular piece of defect information is, thus giving us a hint of the possible impact of automatic collection. Finally, answers to the third question classify the items based on whether they can be collected automatically or they must be collected by other means.

B. Selection of Participants

Our five participant companies (Table I) were selected based on research cooperation within our research project. Our participant companies did software development in multiple contexts and every company had several software projects. Thus, multiple areas of software development have been included in the survey population. This was an important factor because our first research question could depend on the context of software development.

Developers were contacted by email with LimeSurvey survey application [20]. One hundred and forty two developers were invited to the survey and 74 completed the survey (Table I). The response rate was 52.1% which is comparable to that of other online surveys [21]. We believe that response rate increased thanks to research cooperation with case companies and personal reminders during the administration of the survey.

Based on the first section on the questionnaire we got additional information on the population of participants. All participants were experienced developers. Half of them had worked in their company for more than three years and as a developer for more than six years. Everyone had worked at least one year as a developer. Seventy-three percent had fixed 100 or more defects in the company. Sixteen participants had subordinates in their work and 58 did not.

Defect reporters in our participant companies were defined in our prior work [2] in which we categorized defect reporters based on how closely they worked with the customers. Defect reporters are not a homogeneous group; they range from external customers who use the software for their own intentions, to software developers.

C. Questionnaire Design

We asked software developers working in five selected case companies to complete a half-open survey. A half-open survey contains both closed and open questions, to obtain quantitative and qualitative data from the respondents. The questionnaire was based on the survey by Zimmermann et al. [1] and other survey literature [21]–[23]. It was also piloted by two researchers inside authors’ research group to enhance the reliability of the questionnaire. The questionnaire was split into six pages:

Page 1. Background information. Participants were asked how experienced they were as developers and...
how many defects they had fixed. They were also asked whether or not they had subordinates.

Page 2. Defect information. Participants were asked to select useful pieces of information (later called items) for fixing defects. The items were on a preselected list, but respondents could also write their own items in separate text boxes. The respondents were asked to select items even if those items would be only slightly useful.

Page 3. Defect information usefulness. The items participants selected on the previous page were rated on their usefulness along a 5-point scale: “Not useful at all,” “Slightly useful,” “Fairly useful,” “Quite useful,” “Very useful.” The items which were not selected in the previous section were not rated, to make the questionnaire consistent to the participant. Respondents could select an item to be useful on Page 2, but then rate it “Not useful at all.” Therefore all answers where option “Not useful at all” was selected were discarded as inconsistent.

Page 4. Missing or incorrect information in defect reports. The items participants selected on Page 2 were rated to be missing or incorrect with a 5-point scale: “Never or very seldom,” “Quite seldom,” “Sometimes,” “Quite often,” “Very often or always.”

Page 5. Collecting information automatically. The items participants selected on Page 2 were rated how easily they could be automatically collectible with a 5-point scale: “Very hard,” “Quite hard,” “I don’t know,” “Quite easy,” “Very easy.” Participants could also elaborate on how these items could be collected.

Page 6. Comments. Finally, participants could leave extra comments.

On page 2, participants could select useful items from a preselected list of 18 items (Table III). The list was based on the list used by Zimmermann et al. [1], but modified under our consideration and survey piloting. We also allowed respondents to optionally add a maximum of three useful items to the survey.

D. Analyzing the Results

We analyzed our results by examining the distribution of all answers instead of only calculating medians. To analyze the results, we calculated combinations of different factors, for example, how many respondents selected an item to be both useful and missing or incorrect. By merging two factors of an item we could determine if an item causes a problem in defect reporting that can be solved. When calculating the combinations, developers were handled one at a time to avoid false conclusions. For example, one person could rate an item to be useful and another could rate that item as missing or incorrect. That case would not have been counted as a combination.

After analyzing the quantitative results, we read the comments given by participants on page 5 and on page 6 of the questionnaire. Comments could support quantitative results and give us a better understanding of defect reporting in the companies.

E. Replication of a Previous Study

Gómez et al. [11] show that replications are not classified in any standardized manner in the sciences. In the field of experimental software engineering our work should be viewed as reproduction [24] to differentiate it from replications that are mostly understood in software engineering as exact replications (Table II). For this reason and because replications in software engineering focus mostly on experiments, we use the terminology of Tsang and Kwan [25] to describe our survey replication. They classified replications into six types along two dimensions (Table II). The first dimension describes whether or not the same measurement and analysis methods are used. The second dimension depends on the source of the data. In this study, measurement and analysis methods and the target population were different from those in the original study [1]. Therefore we classified our replication as a generalization and extension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Personnel</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Invited</th>
<th>Responses</th>
<th>Completed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Automation systems &amp; Software system for operation</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8 (47.1%)</td>
<td>6 (35.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>COTS for engineering design</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>18 (58.1%)</td>
<td>12 (38.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Software systems for operation and engineering design</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10 (55.6%)</td>
<td>9 (50.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Internet applications for administration</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>20 (87.0%)</td>
<td>18 (78.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Business software system of specific industry</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21 (67.7%)</td>
<td>19 (61.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>COTS for engineering design &amp; Software system for operation</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11 (50.0%)</td>
<td>10 (45.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>142</td>
<td>88 (62.7%)</td>
<td>74 (52.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Replication by Tsang and Kwan [25]</th>
<th>Same Measurement and Analysis</th>
<th>Different Measurement and Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Same Data Set</td>
<td>Checking of analysis</td>
<td>Reanalysis of data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same Population</td>
<td>Exact replication</td>
<td>Conceptual extension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different Population</td>
<td>Empirical generalization</td>
<td>Generalization and extension</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Zimmermann et al. [1] also surveyed the useful information for defect fixing and problems of defect reporting. Our study
should be seen as a reproduction [24] of that. Our study differs from theirs in the following respects:

- Our survey population consisted of industrial software developers and their survey population was open source software developers. The difference is the context of software development. In open source, software development is open, meaning that everyone can contribute to the project by developing or testing the software. Industrial software development, at least in our participant companies, is closed, meaning that only a certain population has access to the development process. Of course, it is possible that open source software can be developed in the industry.

- We added part of the application, configuration of the application, operating data, reporter’s contact information, and user input to the list of defect information. Configuration of the application and operating data were added to our survey as we knew our companies had products with several thousand configuration points and where operating data was crucial. Thus, we had prior insight that bugs could often result from different configuration and operating data [26]. Adding part of the application and user input was done, mostly based on our experiences.

- We combined build information and version information as part of product information. We renamed summary to bug title as it was called in our case companies. We also considered that code examples will be covered in either steps to reproduce, test scripts or user input fields.

- In the survey by Zimmermann et al. developers did not rate items. Instead, they selected the three most useful items. We introduced rating, based on that there could be more than three useful items for fixing defects.

- We studied the problems related to defect reporting by rating individual items. Zimmermann et al. considered other possible problems such as bad grammar. Our approach was better suited to our focus of automatic defect reporting.

- Zimmermann et al. asked the opinions of defect reporters. We instead used a section (page 5 in the questionnaire) about automatic collection of items because it was the focus of our study.

Our survey reproduction differs from the original study on two dimensions. First, our survey population consisted of industrial software developers; in the previous study the population was open source software developers. Second, our survey design had a different software development context. By comparing the results of both studies we can ascertain which qualities of open source software development apply to industrial software development. A possible threat to validity is introduced because we had multiple differences from previous study. If our results differ, we will not always know why. Thus, the main contribution of our study is to strengthen previous results, and conflicts between the results should be discussed with caution.

### IV. Results

Next we introduce the quantitative results from the survey. From each quantitative section on the questionnaire, we present the three highest-rated items and the three lowest- or least-rated items. We also discuss our other observations from the results. Finally, we combine different results to see which items should be collected automatically.

#### A. Useful Information

Developers were to select items they considered **useful pieces of information for fixing defects**. Out of 18 items, the mean count of selected items was 12.65 with the standard deviation of 3.69. Every developer selected at least six items.

Three items were selected by over 90% of the respondents: steps to reproduce (97%), screenshots (95%), and part of the application (92%) (Table III). The selection of these items is not surprising, because these items can be useful for the majority of defects. Steps to reproduce is a vital piece of information for understanding a defect. If a developer cannot reproduce the defect, he or she can seldom resolve it.

Three **least selected items** were: hardware context (34%), test cases and test scripts (47%), and severity of the bug (54%). Hardware context was not selected probably because the target companies of the survey were not developing software close to the hardware. The situation could be different if device drivers were developed, for example. Most developers did not select test cases and test scripts, which is somewhat surprising. One explanation can be that detailed test cases are not always used in our target companies. Severity of the bug can be used for bug triaging, but it is not useful after the defect to be fixed has been identified.

#### TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Selected</th>
<th>Slightly Useful</th>
<th>Fairly Useful</th>
<th>Quite Useful</th>
<th>Very Useful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bug title</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component / module</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error reports</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected behavior</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware context</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed behavior</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating data</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part of the application</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product information</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact information</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screenshots</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity of the bug</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software context</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack trace</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steps to reproduce</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test cases, test scripts</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User input</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Selection counts show that developers were not unanimous in their selections (Table III). For example, test cases, test scripts were selected by 47% of the developers and not
selected by 53%. The same observation was made inside the companies, for example inside Company C 33% of the developers selected test cases, test scripts. This could mean that either the developers are not used to using all of the items for fixing defects, or some items are more useful than others for fixing certain defects. The latter is clearly the case with hardware context, since it could be a fundamental piece of information for fixing certain defects.

Items which were most frequently rated to be very useful for fixing defects were: steps to reproduce (97%), part of the application (66%), and observed behavior (60%) (Table III). Steps to reproduce is clearly the most selected item and the most useful. The only difference here to the selection count of the items was that screenshots were not considered “Very useful” as much as observed behavior by those who selected the items in the first place. While screenshots are generally useful information for fixing defects, they are not useful for all kinds of defects and observed behavior can describe all defects much more diversely. Three items not considered very useful for fixing defects were: severity of the bug (2%), software context (7%), and hardware context (8%). The result is to be expected in light of the previous result. Here test cases and test scripts stand up compared with the previous result. We propose that those who consider test cases and test scripts useful are accustomed to using them for fixing defects. Our last observation is that expected behavior is rated quite low. This is surprising because it has been a problem when the reporter and the developer have different understandings of the defect.

Differences among companies were explored by comparing answers from the Companies C and D, because they both had a high response rate and their domains were distinct. Company C does Internet applications and Company D does data systems and simulators. However, no clear differences were found between companies concerning useful pieces of information for defect fixing. When comparing selection counts between companies, the largest difference was with user input (30% difference between selection counts). We think there are no significant differences because our preselected list contained pieces of information which can be used for fixing defects in various software development contexts. In addition, in both companies there were multiple software projects and thus, diverse software development activities.

Resident could also type in additional items which they consider useful for fixing defects. Fourteen participants (19%) submitted total of 22 additional items. Out of those, three items were in the list we already provided in the survey, but they were more detailed, video capture of how to reproduce, for example. Four submitted items were information that could be acquired from the reporter and other 13 items were mainly related to developers’ software context (e.g. web application). This result indicates that some useful information for fixing defects is connected tightly to the operating environment of the application. It highlights the importance of software context in defect reporting. Thus, it can not be determined universally what information should be included into defect reports. Two given additional items were discarded, because they could be understood in multiple ways. Since only 19% of the participants provided us with additional items and since those additional items were heavily diversified, we did not analyze quantitative answers regarding additional pieces of information. We believe that our preselected list of useful items was comprehensive enough for typical defects.

B. Missing or Incorrect Information

Developers rated how often an item had been missing or incorrect in the defect reports. Items which were most frequently rated to be very often missing or incorrect in defect reports were: hardware context (40%), stack trace (35%), and software context (24%) (Table IV). Both hardware context and software context were rated rather low in the previous section (Table III). A reporter can have the mistaken assumption that the problem exists in the used software when the defect can be caused by hardware or concurrent software. Either way, developers who need these items find the items to be missing or incorrect quite often. Remember that only developers who considered these items useful in the first place answered in this section. Stack trace was missing quite often according to 54% of respondents. In the viewpoint of a non-technical computer user, stack traces might be only loosely related to the defect itself. Other items which were notably rated as missing or incorrect quite often were steps to reproduce (64%) and screenshots (50%). Both were rated high in the previous section, which means that they are useful but are not reported correctly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Never or Very Seldom</th>
<th>Quite Seldom</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Often</th>
<th>Very Often or Always</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bug title</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component / module</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error reports</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected behavior</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware context</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed behavior</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating data</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part of the application</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product information</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact information</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screenshots</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity of the bug</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software context</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack trace</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steps to reproduce</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test cases, test scripts</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Least missing or incorrect pieces of information, based on the “Never or very seldom” rating, were reporter’s contact information (47%), bug title (32%), and product information (15%). Out of these three, product information was missing
more than others, as its median answer option was “Sometimes” and with others, the median answer option was “Quite seldom.” Reporter’s contact information and bug title are both easily identified by the reporter and can be seen as a de facto standard of any kind of communication. For example, when sending email both title and sender’s contact information are generally included in the message.

It seems that defect reporting is not flawless, as many useful items such as steps to reproduce, stack trace, and configuration of the application, were not included in the report or were incorrect quite often according to over 50% of the participants. Test cases and test scripts, steps to reproduce, user input, expected behavior, and configuration of the application were rated to be missing or incorrect “Sometimes” or more often by over 80%. It is possible that a reporter does not include the information, because he knows exactly which items are related to the defect. In any case it seems that there are problems with the information content of defect reports. If some items would be collected automatically to the reports, then they would not be missing and quite certainly not be incorrect.

C. Automatic Information Collection

Developers rated items based on how easily items could be collected automatically. The items most rated to be very easily collectible were: product information (45%), reporter’s contact information (35%), and hardware context (32%). Collecting them can be seen as a rather straightforward process as all of them are usually available from desktop applications. Items that were the most difficult to collect were: expected behavior (45%), bug title (28%), and severity of the bug (25%). These items are usually all defined by the reporter, even in automatic defect reporting applications. Some developers thought that these could be collected automatically too, but we propose that the quality of information would suffer from automatic collection. Participants could also answer with neutral “I don’t know” option. This option was used by 12–42% of respondents depending on the item in question (Table V).

No common understanding was found among the participants regarding the automatic collection of several items. This could mean that while some items are generally easy to collect, other items can be more difficult to collect in a specific context. Participants were more inclined to rate information as easy to collect, perhaps because it is easier to determine if it is easy to collect the information than to determine if it is difficult. The answers could also have been biased by social desirability bias [27]. Either way, items such as expected behavior can be said to be difficult to collect even though 16% of developers answered the other way.

D. Combinations

Defect reporting could be improved by only inspecting which items are the most useful for fixing defects. However, the most useful item for defect fixing was steps to reproduce which is difficult to collect automatically (Figure 1). Therefore we also inspected the combinations of different factors to analyze which items should be collected automatically into defect reports.

![Fig. 1. Summary of The Results. Size of circles is determined by difficulty of automatic collection (larger circles are easier).](image)

We calculated four combinations: critical, solution, booster, and essential. For example, we calculated which items were most often rated useful and missing or incorrect to see which items were the most critical (Table VI). The scores were calculated by first examining if the ratings by an individual developer were at least “Quite useful,” “Quite often,” or “Quite easy,” depending on which combination was calculated (Table VI). Then the number of satisfying answers was com-
pared to the total number of selections on the Page 2 of the questionnaire. The most critical items were steps to reproduce, expected behavior, and user input. Collection of these items should be made with manually, since they are generally difficult to collect automatically. Hardware context, software context, and configuration of the application could be collected automatically and should be, because they cause problems. Collecting part of the application, product information, and stack trace automatically would reduce the manual effort to report defects, thus they would boost defect reporting. Stack trace, configuration of the application, and component/module could be collected automatically to decrease problems with defect reporting in general, although the percentages were lower compared to other combinations (14–21%).

| TABLE VI |
| COMBINATIONS |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Useful</th>
<th>Missing or Incorrect</th>
<th>Automatic Collection</th>
<th>High Scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>steps to reproduce (54%) expected behavior (53%) user input (43%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>hardware context (44%) software context (43%) configuration (31%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booster</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>part of the application (47%) product information (47%) stack trace (46%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>stack trace (21%) configuration (18%) component / module (14%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. Discussion

In this section, we answer our research questions, compare our results with previous research and discuss threats to validity.

A. What Defect Information Do Developers Consider Useful for Fixing Defects?

The participants of the survey selected pieces of information they considered useful for fixing defects. After that, they rated these items according to how useful they are. Most developers considered steps to reproduce, screenshots, and part of the application being useful for fixing software defects. Observed behavior was not selected to be useful by as many as the top three, but it was rated to be highly useful by those who selected it. Several other items were selected multiple times and can be considered quite useful for fixing defects (Table III).

Zimmermann et al. [1] conducted a survey similar to ours. Our results and their results relate to each other in three different ways. First, our results confirm some of their results. Second, some of our results differ from their results. Third, we extend their results with knowledge about additional pieces of defect information.

Some of their results were similar to ours, since steps to reproduce, observed behavior, and expected behavior stood up being important for fixing defects in both surveys. Steps to reproduce was clearly the most important item in both our study and their study. However, in our study, screenshots was selected by 70 out of 74 developers, it being the second most selected item, but in the study by Zimmermann et al. only 26% selected screenshots as one of the three most important pieces of information. In contrast, test cases and stack traces were rated to the top three by open source developers but quite low in our research context.

With screenshots, it must be considered if the application in question has graphical elements that could be reported with a screenshot. Since in our study almost all developers selected screenshots to be useful for fixing defects, it shows that all of them had something to do with graphical elements. However, in the study by Zimmermann et al., the survey was conducted for a population of developers for Apache web server, Mozilla web browser, and Eclipse IDE (Integrated Development Environment). The Apache developers had not used screenshots for defect fixing as often as the Mozilla developers and the Eclipse developers. Further inspection of the results shows, that when rated by Eclipse developers, screenshots were also in the top three most important items. Mozilla developers had used screenshots for defect fixing as often as Eclipse developers, but did not select screenshots as one of the top three important items as frequently. However, we think that screenshots are important also for Mozilla developers. Because the developers were only allowed to select three items as the most important, the results can be misinterpreted to mean that Mozilla developers did not consider screenshots as important.

With test cases and stack traces, we think that difference in the results comes from the differences between open source and industrial defect reporting cultures. In the open source community, defect reporters can be developers themselves and they have can advanced knowledge about defect fixing. In the other hand in the industry defects are reported by different stakeholders [2] and their technical knowledge can be limited.

Zimmermann et al. used a preselected list of useful pieces of information for fixing defects. Compared to the list used in our survey, they did not list part of the application, configuration of the application, operating data, and user input. Out of these items, part of the application, configuration of the application, and operating data were selected by 82–92% of developers (Table III) and thus can be seen as useful for fixing defects. Hence, our research extends the knowledge from the previous research.

As it was mentioned in the results, the developers were not unanimous in their responses. Developers working with different parts of an application or in different operation environments consider different items useful, which is also summarized in a comment: “Different kind of bugs require different input for fixing.” Thus, there is defect information that is useful with every defect, such as steps to reproduce, observed behavior, and expected behavior. Some useful information depends on the context, such as operating data, user input, and Internet page address. The results from the survey tell us what information is useful for fixing defects,
but items rated lower can still be useful in some cases. Similar caution was made by Zimmermann et al. [1]: “Items with low importance in our survey are not totally irrelevant because they still might be needed to understand, reproduce, or triage bugs.”

B. Has the Useful Information Been Incorrect or Missing in Defect Reports?

Developers rated pieces of defect information based on how often they had been missing or incorrect in defect reports. Only items they considered useful were rated. Hardware context, software context, and stack trace had been incorrect or missing in defect reports most often. When looking the items selected to be very useful in the previous section on the survey, we see that steps to reproduce and screenshots are rated to be missing or incorrect quite often. All items, except reporter’s contact information and bug title, were rated to be missing or incorrect at least sometimes by the majority of the participants. Based on these observations we argue that quality of defect reports varies across the reports in the case companies, and useful items are not reported systematically enough.

Regarding the defect report quality, our survey results rest on developers’ experience, not on examination of defect repositories. Multiple studies of the quality of defect reports have been made by classifying reports in open bug repositories, such as BugZilla. Anvik et al. [28] proposed that 39% of the defect reports in Eclipse-project and 56% in Firefox-project do not contribute to improving the project, as those reports were not marked as open or fixed in the bug tracking system. Schugerl et al. [29] studied the defect reports of ArgoUML-project and calculated with a similar procedure as of Anvik et al., that only 67% of the reports contribute the project. Based on prior work and our results, it seems that defect reporting is far from ideal.

Zimmermann et al. [1] also surveyed defect reporters, in addition to software developers. Their sample of software developers thought that most problems in defect reports were caused by incomplete information. Errors in steps to reproduce and observed behavior caused some of the most severe problems, which matches our results in which these items were considered very useful for fixing defects. Another similarity between our study and that of Zimmermann et al. is that their sample of defect reporters did not frequently report hardware context and stack traces. In our results, these items were the most often missing or incorrect. Other results by Zimmermann et al. provide us two causes why there are problems with defect reporting. First, reporters in the study by Zimmermann et al. did not consider hardware context relevant to fixing defects and thus reporting them would be only waste of time. Second, steps to reproduce and stack traces were considered relevant, but they were considered difficult to report. These discoveries could be the causes why certain items are not reported appropriately.

C. Which Information Should Automatically Be Collected into Defect Reports?

Developers rated pieces of defect information based on how easily they could automatically be collected into defect reports. The items rated to be most easily collectible were product information, reporter’s contact information, and hardware context. Developers also thought that the most difficult to collect are expected behavior, severity of the bug, and test cases, test scripts. The quantitative results here do not show how to collect the information; instead, the results reflect developers’ personal thoughts about automatic defect reporting.

To analyze which items should be collected automatically, we calculated four combinations of the answers. First, we calculated the most critical pieces of information. These items were the most useful and the most missing or incorrect. The most critical items were steps to reproduce, expected behavior, and user input. However, these items are considered difficult to collect automatically. Thus, we see that collecting these items can be most easily enhanced by training defect reporters. Second, items that generally are missing or incorrect, but could be collected automatically were called solutions. Hardware context, software context, and configuration of the application caused most problems that could be solved. These items should be the first ones to collect automatically, since they cause most problems according to our survey. Third, items that were the most useful and the easiest to collect automatically were called boosters. Top three booster items were part of the application, product information, and stack trace. Collecting these items should be the second priority because at least they reduce the defect reporting workload. Finally, items that were useful, problematic, and automatically collectible were seen as essential. Stack trace, configuration of the application, and component/module were seen as the most essential items. However, only 14–21% of the developers saw these items as we defined essential. Thus, it seems that there is no single item that would solve the problems related to defect reporting.

D. Threats to Validity

Our research was conducted as a survey research to have a general understanding about the state of defect reporting in our target companies. Survey research does not directly measure different qualities. Survey participants had to have a common understanding on the questions and the answering options in the survey. Particularly the list of defect information had to apply to all domains of software development as much as possible. To implement automatic defect reporting, one must define more strictly how to collect part of the application, for example. The comments from the survey reveal that some participants were confused about the ambiguous items: “Bugs can be so different (from crashes to wrong UI texts, from wrong software behaviour to usability issues, etc.) that I felt difficult to answer to these generic questions. Different kind of bugs require different input for fixing.”

To make conclusions about a certain population, we must study the whole population, or more feasibly a random sample of the population. Our sample was based on earlier research
cooperation. While there were developers from many software projects in the population, it was not systematically random, thus the results might be different if the study is replicated with different companies. Since the results were handled as one population, we assumed that the population was homogeneous and the measured qualities could be applied to a larger population. This might not be the case with all items in our preselected list. Our results do not show the differences between distinct software projects, but present a general view which could be deepened in the future.

We think that our results can be generalized to some extent. The results did not vary remarkably among our target companies. Thus, the results should be at least somewhat similar with other areas of software development. Steps to reproduce was unanimously the most important item for fixing defects and this verifies the result of an earlier study in the context of open source software development [1].

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

To understand the problems related to defect reporting, we conducted a survey in the context of industrial software development about defect reporting. We reproduced the survey of the previous study [1] by Zimmermann et al. which was conducted in the context of open source software development. Our results strengthen, present differences and extend the previous results. Our results verify that steps to reproduce and observed behavior are highly important defect information. We found differences in comparison to original study as stack trace and test cases were seen less useful in our study. On the other hand, screenshots were seen more important in our study. Finally, we extend the original study as we found that part of the application, configuration of the application, and operating data are important, but they were not surveyed in the original work.

In this paper, we also studied defect information from three viewpoints: usefulness, correctness and feasibility for automatic collection. When combining these three dimensions, we found that there are no defect data items that would score high in all three dimensions. If such items existed, they would be visible in the top right corner with a big circle in (Figure 1). However, there are items that are often missing and easy to automate, but not very useful for defect fixing. Furthermore there are items that are very useful and easy to automate, but not often missing or incorrect. Nevertheless, the automatic collection of such items could be beneficial as the needed defect information for fixing varies between different types of defects, and as defect data can be used for other purposes than defect fixing such as resource allocation, e.g. targeting testing resources to a particular software context where many defects are found.

In the future, people implementing automatic defect reporting or defect reporting systems in general should utilize these results. Different processes should be determined, such as determining the useful information for a distinct software project and practical implementation of the reporting system.
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